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The SX is a sports car that was introduced to the North American market by Nissan in for the
following model year. It replaced the outgoing SX S12 model. Most of the SX were equipped with
the 2. Two distinct generations of the SX, the S13 â€” the S14 were produced based on the
Nissan S platform. Although long out of production, it is still popular in drifting and among
tuners. However, due to the popularity of the S-chassis in drifting competitions, prices for
vehicles and parts have skyrocketed, this is sometimes known as "drift tax". The very first
generation of the SX can be divided into two distinct versions, both having the sporting
advantage of rear wheel drive standard. Both styles shared the same front bodywork as the
Japanese-market Nissan SX, featuring the sloping front with pop-up headlights. This bodywork
distinguishes the coupe model from its Japanese-market counterpart, the Silvia , which featured
fixed headlights. Both styles in all markets share the same chassis, and with few exceptions,
most components and features are identical. The SX is a popular car in the sport of drifting due
to its long wheelbase, [1] low cost, ample power, light weight, well balanced chassis and
abundant aftermarket support. Four-wheel disc brakes were standard, with antilock brakes
available as an option on the SE. Both models were offered with either a 4-speed automatic or
5-speed manual transmission. The SX received some updates in The matte silver, teardrop
wheels were replaced by polished aluminium 7-spoke wheels that had better brake cooling
properties but more drag. The nose was smoothed out by getting rid of the non-functional slots
and gave back the aerodynamic efficiencies lost by the wheels. This gave the car an overhaul
that included a minor update of the exterior and a new cylinder head. A new "LE" hatchback
trim package was added that included leather interior. The engine, while durable and relatively
torquey, was a heavy iron-block truck unit that produced meager power for its relatively large
size. It was only modestly improved by the change to the DOHC version in Furthermore, despite
the modest power output, relatively low vehicle weight, and good aerodynamics, gas mileage
was mediocre. The U. Other differences include a standard limited slip differential on overseas
and Canadian models, available digital climate control in Japan, and manual seat belts standard
in Japan and Canada vs. In , a convertible was added to the lineup and was exclusive to the
North American market. The US SX convertible differed from the Japanese market version , in
that the Japanese market model had a power top cover boot, whereas the US market model had
manually installed boot cover once the top is down. It was also produced in Japan, rather than
by ASC. The SX was released in the spring of as a model. The hatchback and convertible body
styles were eliminated, leaving only the coupe. The pop-up headlights were removed in favor of
fixed lamps. The cupholders were also removed in this model of the Nissan SX. Though the
general layout remained the same, almost all parts were redesigned to the extent that very few
parts are interchangeable. The fuel tank, previously located at the rear end under the trunk floor,
now sits in front of the rear suspension and behind the rear seats. The base model had 4-lug,
inch wheels, a softer suspension, and no rear sway bar. SE and LE models came equipped with
5-lug, inch alloy wheels, a stiffer suspension than the base model, and a rear sway bar. The LE
was basically an upgraded SE model, but with more standard equipment such as leather seats,
keyless entry, an antitheft system, and a CD player. In , the model year SX received minor
updates. The different looks of the S-Chassis are referred to as before change "Zenki" and after
change "Kouki". Changes were mostly aesthetic, including new projector headlights , front
bumper, hood, fenders, and revised taillights and center panel. Side skirts became standard on
the SE and LE trim level. The later generation of the SX suffered in sales due to the competition
from other car manufacturers and consumers at the time choosing more practical vehicles,
such as a SUV. The last SX rolled off the assembly line on July 23, Known as part of the 'S'
chassis family, the Nissan SX has been a popular choice in the drifting community. Although it
was never marketed to the drifting community during its release, it was adopted in Japan during
the discovery age of drifting. It is chosen for its balanced weight distribution of 55 45 front to
rear, and its overall lightweight chassis. The base purchase price of the S-chassis SX, SX and
SX and Silvia has risen sharply over the years due to the phenomenon known as the "Drift Tax"
- the term used to refer to this sharp rise in price, as demand has increased along with the
popularity of the sport. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This is the latest accepted
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Nissan SX S Straight-3 HR UD. Versa hatchback. Versa sedan. Sport compact. Pulsar NX. Altima
Coupe. GT-R R Vehicle sold only in Canada. CarGurus has 2 nationwide SX listings and the
tools to find you a great deal. There's currently a sx on here, gutted engine bay, transmission is
out, no front fender installed but a body kit is provided, looks like it will have major rust, might
need a suspension and brake I'm the original owner of my and it has about K miles. I take
excellent care of it. Looks and runs great I've had this checked a million times and n I have a
Nissan SX It has a rebuilt engine. After the engine was rebuilt it ran for about six months and
then did not want to work. The body of the car is in good condition. The car is I was driving
when suddenly I noticed my throttle was stuck. I shifted into neutral and the RPMs quickly
jumped to near redline before I shut the car off. When I opened the hood, I noticed the throt
Average user score. Based on 50 reviews. My Nissan sx by Shawn. Have you driven a Nissan
SX? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Nissan SX. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse
questions. Favorite Favorite. Nissan SX Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Other Years. Select Year If you are looking for some affordable Nissan SX
parts, then you have come to the right place. We want to help make your Nissan SX stand out
from the pack. Take a look at our part selection above. If you don't see what you're looking for,
contact us and we will do the best we can to source you that part. You can place an order
online, or call us at We can also work with you to offer a package deal if you are looking to
purchase multiple items. We are a trusted source for parts for your Nissan SX. Dealing with only
a small number of cars in our market and catalog, we can concentrate on affordable Nissan SX
aftermarket parts to an all out full package of parts for your Nissan SX. We have a great
selection of custom parts for your Nissan SX that is growing constantly. Adding aftermarket
parts or custom parts to your Nissan SX will make you feel more connected and proud of your
car. Even adding performance parts to your Nissan S13 is considered aftermarket and will
increase your daily drive or at the track. Most cars in their lifetime get aftermarket parts like air
intake, exhaust, suspension, or other performance parts, so why not start today with your S13?
We have dealt with many projects ranging from regular daily driver cars, to all out autocross
and track machines. You may think that the Nissan SX is a pretty common car to be tuned, but
you can do a lot of little things to make it very different from the pack. What's important is
keeping true to your style and goals. Please wait This page is for personal, non-commercial use.
We've expanded your search filters to show more results. Please see below. Find used car trade
in, resell, certified pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage
and other factors of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Nissan SX Year
Coupe. Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase
without ever needing to go into the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge when
choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic
Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to chose location.
Contact for Price. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a
VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary
depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. Refine your search. Automatic 11 Manual 8. Hatchback 6 Convertible 5 Coupe 5.
Gasoline Classic Cars 9. Popular Similar Cars. Nissan sx In California For Sale 28 results. Refine
search. Rent space on the busiest car lot in california. Over vehicles are "for sale by owner" and
on consignment, all in one location! Used Nissan SX ' Great project car for someone who has
time and money on their hands. This datsun z is the perfect car for someone who wants a piece
of history. It does run and start up but needs a lot of work before its road worthy. Up for sale is
my always garage-kept Nissan sx Coupe with the Silviaconversion. It currently runs 22psi.
Again, the motor has all forged components and was built for high boost. This isn't a teenager's
car. This is a responsible adult driven racecar and was built for that purpose. Has about 3k on
the newly built motor. Just installed a brandnew battery. I rarely drive it, and it needs a good
home. It's a very fun,very fast car! The paint job is a Mercedes-Benz graywith a Honda black.
The hood could use a repainting. The paint is by no meansperfect, but it looks good with typical
imperfections here and there. The idlecould use some tweaking as it idles high at the moment,
but I've beenadjusting it from winter to summer as it changes when the tempe. Air Conditioning.
Google Ads. Interior Is In Super Condition. Vehicle Is Exceptionally Nice. Up for sale is my
always garage-kept nissan sx coupe with the silviaconversion. The paint job is a mercedes-benz
graywith a honda black. The idlecould use some tweaking as it idles high at the moment, but

i've beenadjusting it from winter to summer as it changes when the tempe. Check zilvia also for
more info. Open to cash plus newer car trade. Must be a gain for me if trade. Im selling my rare
spec r. I spent nearly a whole year looking for a clean s15 and this one happens to be the
cleanest ive seen probably seen They all seem to have major rust inside the engine bay, seam
sealer area etc. Car: clean title, first owner in usa, not sure of previous, currently registered and
insured, i daily it, odometer currently under 30k miles and counting, comes with import
certificate and florida title. The body is stock, i do have a full oem optional aero kit valances,
side skirts, front bumper, fog lights not currently on the car or painted that i can include for
what i paid for it, i can show proof of my purchase etc. Oem goodies:automatic windshield
wipersadjustable headlights with multiple options and hidfog lightspower fold mirrorsoem
window visors brakes:z32 30mm aluminum fronts and z32 rearfreshly sand blasted, rebuilt with
oem seals and new pistonsnew drilled slotted brembo rotors and low dust ceramic padswrinkle
red powder coated calipersregular red powder coated rotorsendless rear brake linesproject mu
front brake linesproject mu rear handbrake shoes locks amazing new r33 handbrake
cablesbm50 new bmc. Started once a week. Has a few chips in paint on bumper and kit window
has a small chip but not crackeddriver seat has small hole easy fixes for a great deal on a rare
car. Please read carefully. Unfortunately the time has come. Everything on this s14 has been
painstakingly done by hand by myself. All sr20 machine work done by jess miller formally in
west chester and about 2, miles on the potent rebuild. This s14 is setup as a grip racer but dont
be fooled can easily go sideways on demand and very easy to predict. It has super soft springs
on it right now for comfort. Low mile chassis at , with no electrical gremlins or funny noises
other than the usual race car stuff. Also, im not parting this car out, itd be a sin considering
everything was matched to work perfectly together to what i felt is the perfect package for the
car. The body is decent but there is a dent in the wheel well area driver side It has the 2. This is
the last year that they made the first generation models and the only year that they offered a
Convertible. Interior in good shape and still runs great - no issues with this car at all. Very well
maintained oil changes every miles regular tune-ups new tires regular maintenance.
dc14 parts diagram
hvac transformer wiring diagram
2004 ford explorer ignition coil
Despite the miles it still has a lot of life left. These cars were built well and built to last! Timing
chainguide broken in half parts are probably down in oil pan Jury rigged remainingpiece to keep
chain quiet Main engine bearings are worn; was using 20w oilwith an after market oil cooler at
the end of engine life Needs engine replaceor rebuild. OEM Nissan service manual well used
included, service history handwritten in back of manual Owners manual included, chewed up
Chilton manualincluded Spare parts includedâ€¦. Electric fuel pump, temperature gauge,
oilpressure gauge installed , fuel gauge, clock, lap seat belts radiator fan, b. Relay for automatic
shoulder strap was pulled to keep itfrom working. Car will power up onto a trailer; I will not
allow anyone to justdrive it away. Tires good, Computer readout of troublecodes by 2 leds red
and green moved up to dash panel see picture just rightof headlight switch Computer pos. Van
nuys, ca ph: web: Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

